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RODENTIAL ADEILNORT pertaining to rodents (gnawing mammal) [adj] 

DERATIONS ADEINORST DERATION, to free (as food) from rationing [v] 

NOTARISED ADEINORST NOTARISE, to notarize (to certify through notary) [v] 

ORDINATES ADEINORST ORDINATE, particular geometric coordinate [n] 

ORIENTALS AEILNORST ORIENTAL, inhabitant of eastern country [n] 

RELATIONS AEILNORST RELATION, significant association between two or more things [n] 

SEROTINAL AEILNORST [adj] 

TENSORIAL AEILNORST [adj] 

ALIENATOR AAEILNORT one who alienates [n -S] 

RATIONALE AAEILNORT [n -S] 

AERATIONS AAEINORST AERATION, act of aerating (to supply with air) [n] 

SERIATION AEIINORST [n -S] 

TOENAILED ADEEILNOT TOENAIL, to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v] 

AEROLITES AEEILORST AEROLITE, meteorite containing more stone than iron [n] 

ORANGIEST AEGINORST ORANGEY, orangy (resembling or suggestive of orange) [adj] / ORANGY, [adj] 

ORIENTATE AEEINORTT [v -ED, ING, -S] 

ARAGONITE AAEGINORT mineral form of crystalline calcium carbonate [n -S] 

ORIGINATE AEGIINORT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PERITONEA AEEINOPRT PERITONEUM [n] 

DELATIONS ADEILNOST DELATION, act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n] 

INSOLATED ADEILNOST INSOLATE, to expose to sunlight [v] 

ESTRADIOL ADEILORST [n -S] 

IDOLATERS ADEILORST IDOLATER, one that worships idols [n] 

STEROIDAL ADEILORST [adj] 

OUTRAISED ADEIORSTU OUTRAISE, to surpass in raising [v] 

TAILENDER ADEEILNRT [n -S] 

DENTARIES ADEEINRST DENTARY, lower jaw in mammals [n] 

DETAINERS ADEEINRST DETAINER, unlawful withholding of another's property [n] 

RESINATED ADEEINRST RESINATE, to resin (to treat with resin (viscous substance obtained from certain plants)) [v] 

ELATERINS AEEILNRST ELATERIN, chemical compound [n] 

ENTAILERS AEEILNRST ENTAILER, one that entails (to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs) [n] 

NEARLIEST AEEILNRST NEARLY, with close approximation [adv] 

TREENAILS AEEILNRST TREENAIL, wooden peg used for fastening timbers [n] 

RETINULAE AEEILNRTU RETINULA, neural receptor of arthropod's eye [n] 

ESTUARINE AEEINRSTU [adj] 

DEALATION AADEILNOT [n -S] 

EDITORIAL ADEIILORT [n -S] 

IDEATIONS ADEIINOST IDEATION, act of ideating (to form idea) [n] 

IODINATES ADEIINOST IODINATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

ORALITIES AEIILORST ORALITY, state of being produced orally [n] 

SOLITAIRE AEIILORST [n -S] 

INTERLOAN AEILNNORT [n -S] 

NATROLITE AEILNORTT [n -S] 

TENTORIAL AEILNORTT [adj] 

ANOINTERS AEINNORST ANOINTER, one that anoints (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n] 
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REANOINTS AEINNORST REANOINT, to anoint again [v] 

SERRATION AEINORRST [n -S] 

RESTATION AEINORSTT to station again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STATIONER AEINORSTT [n -S] 

RESONATED ADEENORST RESONATE, to resound (to make loud, long, or echoing sound) [v] 

OUTEARNED ADEENORTU OUTEARN, to surpass in earning [v] 

DESERTION DEEINORST [n -S] 

BARITONES ABEINORST BARITONE, male singing voice [n] 

OBTAINERS ABEINORST OBTAINER, one that obtains (to gain possession of) [n] 

REOBTAINS ABEINORST REOBTAIN, to obtain again [v] 

TABORINES ABEINORST TABORINE, taboret (small drum) [n] 

REDACTION ACDEINORT [n -S] 

CLARIONET ACEILNORT [n -S] 

ACTIONERS ACEINORST ACTIONER, film with exciting action [n] 

ANORETICS ACEINORST ANORETIC, anorexic (one affected with anorexia) [n] 

CREATIONS ACEINORST CREATION, something created [n] 

NARCOTISE ACEINORST to narcotize [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REACTIONS ACEINORST REACTION, act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n] 

AUTOCRINE ACEINORTU denoting mode of hormone action in which hormone binds to receptors on and affects function of cell type that produced it [adj] 

CAUTIONER ACEINORTU [n -S] 

COINTREAU ACEINORTU [n -S] 

RECAUTION ACEINORTU to caution again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREDATION ADEINOPRT [n -S] 

ARYTENOID ADEINORTY either of two small pitcher-shaped cartilages at back of larynx to which vocal cords are attached [n -S] 

REFLATION AEFILNORT [n -S] 

HORTENSIA AEHINORST Hydrangea macrophylla*, ornamental flower [n -S] 

SENHORITA AEHINORST [n -S] 

ATROPINES AEINOPRST ATROPINE, poisonous alkaloid [n] 

PATRONISE AEINOPRST [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EROSIONAL AEILNOORS pertaining to erosion (act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction)) [adj] 

ITERATION AEIINORTT [n -S] 

REEDITION DEEIINORT [n -S] 

GIRANDOLE ADEGILNOR [n -S] 

RELOADING ADEGILNOR RELOAD, to load again [v] 

GRANDIOSE ADEGINORS [adj] 

ORGANDIES ADEGINORS ORGANDIE, organdy (cotton fabric) [n] / ORGANDY [n] 

ORGANISED ADEGINORS ORGANISE, to organize (to form into orderly whole) [v] 

OUTGAINED ADEGINOTU OUTGAIN, to gain more than [v] 

GERANIOLS AEGILNORS GERANIOL, alcohol used in perfumes [n] 

REGIONALS AEGILNORS REGIONAL, something that serves as region [n] 

AUREOLING AEGILNORU AUREOLE, to surround with halo [v] 

NEUROGLIA AEGILNORU [n -S] 

GELATIONS AEGILNOST GELATION, process of gelling [n] 

LEGATIONS AEGILNOST LEGATION, sending of official envoy [n] 

TRIALOGUE AEGILORTU [n -S] 
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ARTERIOLE AEEILORRT one of small thin-walled arteries that end in capillaries [n -S] 

UITLANDER ADEILNRTU [n -S] 

INDURATES ADEINRSTU INDURATE, to make hard [v] 

RETINULAS AEILNRSTU RETINULA, neural receptor of arthropod's eye [n] 

DENIGRATE ADEEGINRT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GRATINEED ADEEGINRT GRATINEE, to cook food that is covered with crust [v] 

AGENTRIES AEEGINRST AGENTRY, office or duties of agent [n] 

GRATINEES AEEGINRST GRATINEE, to cook food that is covered with crust [v] 

RESEATING AEEGINRST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

STINGAREE AEEGINRST [n -S] 

DEBONAIRE ABDEEINOR [adj] 

ARECOLINE ACEEILNOR alkaloid natural product found in areca nut [n -S] 

ESOTERICA ACEEIORST noun collection of esoteric details [n -S] 

PERIODATE ADEEIOPRT [n -S] 

MELIORATE AEEILMORT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ELEVATION AEEILNOTV [n -S] 

REVIOLATE AEEILORTV to violate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OSMETERIA AEEIMORST OSMETERIUM [n] 

PERIOSTEA AEEIOPRST PERIOSTEUM [n] 

STERADIAN AADEINRST [n -S] 

INTERLAID ADEIILNRT INTERLAY, to place between [v] 

SAINTLIER AEIILNRST SAINTLY, of or befitting saint [adj] 

OUTSAILED ADEILOSTU OUTSAIL, to sail faster than [v] 

OUTLANDER ADELNORTU [n -S] 

UNROASTED ADENORSTU not roasted (to cook with dry heat) [adj] 

OUTLEARNS AELNORSTU OUTLEARN, to surpass in learning [v] 

DETRUSION DEINORSTU [n -S] 

OUTLINERS EILNORSTU OUTLINER, one that outlines (to indicate main features or different parts of) [n] 

OPERATION AEINOOPRT [n -S] 

ENTOURAGE AEEGNORTU [n -S] 

REDINGOTE DEEGINORT [n -S] 

STEREOING EEGINORST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 

DATELINES ADEEILNST DATELINE, to provide news story with its date and place of origin [v] 

DENTALISE ADEEILNST to dentalize (to change into dental sound) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DETAILERS ADEEILRST DETAILER, one that details (to report with complete particulars) [n] 

ELATERIDS ADEEILRST ELATERID, elater (click beetle) [n] 

RECOATING ACEGINORT RECOAT, to coat again [v] 

MORGANITE AEGIMNORT [n -S] 

OPERATING AEGINOPRT OPERATE, to perform function [v] 

AERONAUTS AAENORSTU AERONAUT, one who operates airship (lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems) [n] 

DISORIENT DEIINORST [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETINOIDS DEIINORST RETINOID, compound analogous to vitamin [n] 

ERUDITION DEIINORTU [n -S] 

ROUTINISE EIINORSTU to routinize [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ALIENATED AADEEILNT ALIENATE, to make indifferent or unfriendly [v] 
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ERADIATES AADEEIRST ERADIATE, to radiate (to emit rays) [v] 

ALIENATES AAEEILNST ALIENATE, to make indifferent or unfriendly [v] 

DIETARIES ADEEIIRST DIETARY, system of dieting [n] 

LINEARISE AEEIILNRS [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REALITIES AEEIILRST REALITY, something that is real [n] 

ANTINODES ADEINNOST ANTINODE, region between adjacent nodes [n] 

ORDAINERS ADEINORRS ORDAINER, one that ordains (to invest with holy authority) [n] 

REORDAINS ADEINORRS REORDAIN, to ordain again [v] 

SERRANOID ADEINORRS [adj] 

ANTIDOTES ADEINOSTT ANTIDOTE, to counteract effects of poison with remedy [v] 

STATIONED ADEINOSTT STATION, to assign to position [v] 

ADROITEST ADEIORSTT ADROIT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

NONSERIAL AEILNNORS [n -S] 

TENSIONAL AEILNNOST pertaining to tension [adj] 

RETAILORS AEILORRST RETAILOR, to tailor again [v] 

TOTALISER AEILORSTT totalizer [n -S] 

ORANGERIE AEEGINORR [n] 

NEGOTIATE AEEGINOTT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TREADLING ADEGILNRT TREADLE, to work foot lever [v] 

TRIANGLED ADEGILNRT [adj] 

ASTRINGED ADEGINRST ASTRINGE, to bind or draw together [v] 

GRADIENTS ADEGINRST GRADIENT, rate of inclination [n] 

GNARLIEST AEGILNRST GNARLY, gnarled [adj] 

INTEGRALS AEGILNRST INTEGRAL, total unit [n] 

RESLATING AEGILNRST RESLATE, to slate again [v] 

TRIANGLES AEGILNRST TRIANGLE, polygon having three sides [n] 

GRANULITE AEGILNRTU [n -S] 

GAUNTRIES AEGINRSTU GAUNTRY, gantry (structure for supporting railroad signals) [n] 

SIGNATURE AEGINRSTU [n -S] 

OLEANDERS ADEELNORS OLEANDER, flowering shrub [n] 

ENDOSTEAL ADEELNOST [adj] 

DESOLATER ADEELORST [n -S] 

ALEURONES AEELNORSU ALEURONE, protein matter found in seeds of certain plants [n] 

DELETIONS DEEILNOST DELETION, act of deleting (to remove written or printed matter) [n] 

DOLERITES DEEILORST DOLERITE, variety of basalt [n] 

ASSERTION AEINORSST act of asserting (to state positively) [n -S] 

NOTARISES AEINORSST NOTARISE, to notarize (to certify through notary) [v] 

SENORITAS AEINORSST SENORITA, unmarried Spanish girl or woman [n] 

ENTRAINED ADEEINNRT ENTRAIN, to board train [v] 

IRREDENTA ADEEINRRT [n -S] 

RETRAINED ADEEINRRT RETRAIN, to train again [v] 

DENITRATE ADEEINRTT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INTREATED ADEEINRTT INTREAT, to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v] 

TANNERIES AEEINNRST TANNERY, place where hides are tanned [n] 

RETAINERS AEEINRRST RETAINER, one that retains (to keep possession of) [n] 
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TERNARIES AEEINRRST TERNARY, group of three [n] 

REINSTATE AEEINRSTT to instate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BANDOLIER ABDEILNOR [n -S] 

BASTIONED ABDEINOST [adj] 

BOTANISED ABDEINOST BOTANISE, to botanize (to study plants) [v] 

TAILBONES ABEILNOST TAILBONE, coccyx (bone of spine) [n] 

LABORITES ABEILORST LABORITE, supporter of labor interests [n] 

STROBILAE ABEILORST STROBILA, entire body of tapeworm [n] 

LABOURITE ABEILORTU organized labour supporter [n -S] 

ISOBUTANE ABEINOSTU [n -S] 

CLARIONED ACDEILNOR CLARION, to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v] 

LORICATED ACDEILORT [adj] 

CATENOIDS ACDEINOST CATENOID, geometric surface [n] 

SONICATED ACDEINOST SONICATE, to disrupt with sound waves [v] 

AUCTIONED ACDEINOTU AUCTION, to sell publicly to highest bidder [v] 

CAUTIONED ACDEINOTU CAUTION, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

EDUCATION ACDEINOTU [n -S] 

ACROLEINS ACEILNORS ACROLEIN, flammable liquid [n] 

CENSORIAL ACEILNORS [adj] 

LONICERAS ACEILNORS LONICERA, shrub with fragrant flowers [n] 

ALEURONIC ACEILNORU ALEURONE, protein matter found in seeds of certain plants [adj] 

COASTLINE ACEILNOST [n -S] 

SECTIONAL ACEILNOST [n -S] 

INOCULATE ACEILNOTU [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LORICATES ACEILORST LORICATE, animal having lorica [n] 

SCLEROTIA ACEILORST SCLEROTIUM [n] 

SECTORIAL ACEILORST [n -S] 

TENACIOUS ACEINOSTU [adj] 

DEFLATION ADEFILNOT [n -S] 

DEFOLIANT ADEFILNOT [n -S] 

FLORIATED ADEFILORT [adj] 

PLANETOID ADEILNOPT [n -S] 

DEPILATOR ADEILOPRT [n -S] 

RANDOMISE ADEIMNORS [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ROMANISED ADEIMNORS ROMANISE, to romanize (to write in Roman alphabet) [v] 

DOMINATES ADEIMNOST DOMINATE, to control (to exercise authority over) [v] 

MISATONED ADEIMNOST MISATONE, to atone wrongly [v] 

STAMINODE ADEIMNOST [n -S] 

AMORTISED ADEIMORST AMORTISE, to amortize (to liquidate gradually, as debt) [v] 

MEDIATORS ADEIMORST MEDIATOR, one that mediates (to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement) [n] 

ANTIPODES ADEINOPST ANTIPODE, exact opposite [n] 

PINTADOES ADEINOPST PINTADO, large food fish [n] 

DONATIVES ADEINOSTV DONATIVE, donation (something donated) [n] 

DAWSONITE ADEINOSTW [n -S] 

DEVIATORS ADEIORSTV DEVIATOR, one that deviates (to turn aside from course or norm) [n] 
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FORESTIAL AEFILORST [adj] 

NEFARIOUS AEFINORSU [adj] 

HAILSTONE AEHILNOST [n -S] 

AEROLITHS AEHILORST AEROLITH, aerolite (meteorite containing more stone than iron) [n] 

HORSETAIL AEHILORST [n -S] 

ISOTHERAL AEHILORST [adj] 

AUTHORISE AEHIORSTU authorize (to give permission for) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THIOUREAS AEHIORSTU THIOUREA, chemical compound [n] 

ALMONRIES AEILMNORS ALMONRY, place where alms are distributed [n] 

NORMALISE AEILMNORS [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SEMITONAL AEILMNOST [adj] 

EMULATION AEILMNOTU [n -S] 

AMITROLES AEILMORST AMITROLE, herbicide [n] 

ROLAMITES AEILMORST ROLAMITE, nearly frictionless mechanical device [n] 

ANTIPOLES AEILNOPST ANTIPOLE, opposite pole [n] 

SEALPOINT AEILNOPST type of feline fur marking [n -S] 

VERSIONAL AEILNORSV pertaining to version [adj] 

EPILATORS AEILOPRST EPILATOR, agent for removing hair [n] 

SAPROLITE AEILOPRST [n -S] 

VIOLATERS AEILORSTV VIOLATER, violator (one that violates (to break or disregard terms or requirements of)) [n] 

ROYALTIES AEILORSTY ROYALTY, status or power of monarch [n] 

LINEATION AEIILNNOT [n -S] 

ANTINOISE AEIINNOST [adj] 

RECOINAGE ACEEGINOR [n -S] 

TORNADOES ADENOORST TORNADO, violent windstorm [n] 

OUTREASON AENOORSTU [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAGEDIAN AADEGINRT [n -S] 

ANTIGLARE AAEGILNRT [adj] 

RETAILING AEGIILNRT act of retailing [n -S] / RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

GRAINIEST AEGIINRST GRAINY, granular (composed of granules) [adj] 

SERIATING AEGIINRST SERIATE, to put into series [v] 

AREOLATED AADEELORT areolate (small space in network of leaf veins) [adj] 

DEIONISER DEEIINORS deionizer (one that deionizes (to remove ions from)) [n -S] 

DENTICARE ACDEEINRT publicly funded dental care [n -S] 

NECTARIED ACDEEINRT [adj] 

INTERLACE ACEEILNRT [v -D, -CING, -S] 

LACERTINE ACEEILNRT lacertian (reptile of suborder Lacertilia) [n -S] 

RECLINATE ACEEILNRT [adj] 

CENTIARES ACEEINRST CENTIARE, centare (measure of land area) [n] 

CISTERNAE ACEEINRST CISTERNA, fluid-containing sac [n] 

CREATINES ACEEINRST CREATINE, chemical compound [n] 

ITERANCES ACEEINRST ITERANCE, repetition [n] 

NECTARIES ACEEINRST NECTARY, plant gland [n] 

HERNIATED ADEEHINRT HERNIATE, to protrude through abnormal bodily opening [v] 

INEARTHED ADEEHINRT INEARTH, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 
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MINARETED ADEEIMNRT [adj] 

PERTAINED ADEEINPRT PERTAIN, to have reference or relation [v] 

REPAINTED ADEEINPRT REPAINT, to paint again [v] 

INTERLEAF AEEFILNRT [n] 

REINFLATE AEEFILNRT to inflate again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HERNIATES AEEHINRST HERNIATE, to protrude through abnormal bodily opening [v] 

EUTHERIAN AEEHINRTU [n -S] 

INTERMALE AEEILMNRT [adj] 

INTERVALE AEEILNRTV [n -S] 

WATERLINE AEEILNRTW [n -S] 

ANTIMERES AEEIMNRST ANTIMERE, part of organism symmetrical with part on opposite side of main axis [n] 

APERIENTS AEEINPRST APERIENT, mild laxative [n] 

EPISTERNA AEEINPRST EPISTERNUM [n] 

PISTAREEN AEEINPRST [n -S] 

SPARTEINE AEEINPRST [n -S] 

INVERTASE AEEINRSTV [n -S] 

EYESTRAIN AEEINRSTY [n -S] 

ALONGSIDE ADEGILNOS next to [prep] 

DIALOGERS ADEGILORS DIALOGER, one that dialogs (to dialogue (to carry on conversation)) [n] 

DIALOGUER ADEGILORU [n -S] 

ITINERATE AEEIINRTT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DRAGONETS ADEGNORST DRAGONET, marine fish [n] 

OUTRANGED ADEGNORTU OUTRANGE, to surpass in range [v] 

ARGENTOUS AEGNORSTU ARGENT, silver [adj] 

OUTRANGES AEGNORSTU OUTRANGE, to surpass in range [v] 

DETOURING DEGINORTU DETOUR, to take indirect route [v] 

ETIOLATED ADEEILOTT ETIOLATE, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

ADENOSINE ADEEINNOS component of DNA and RNA [n -S] 

ETIOLATES AEEILOSTT ETIOLATE, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

ARABINOSE AABEINORS crystalline pentose sugar obtained from plant polysaccharides such as gums and hemicelluloses [n -S] 

ANDROECIA AACDEINOR ANDROECIUM [n] 

DIACONATE AACDEINOT [n -S] 

ALEATORIC AACEILORT aleatory (pertaining to luck) [adj] 

CASEATION AACEINOST [n -S] 

VARIOLATE AAEILORTV [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANATOMIES AAEIMNOST ANATOMY, structure of organism [n] 

ANATOMISE AAEIMNOST anatomize (to dissect body) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

METANOIAS AAEIMNOST METANOIA, spiritual conversion [n] 

AEROLITIC ACEIILORT AEROLITE, meteorite containing more stone than iron [adj] 

MEDIATION ADEIIMNOT [n -S] 

DEVIATION ADEIINOTV [n -S] 

EPILATION AEIILNOPT [n -S] 

INVIOLATE AEIILNOTV [adj] 

VARIOLITE AEIILORTV [n -S] 

TOPIARIES AEIIOPRST TOPIARY, art of trimming shrubs into shapes [n] 
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LAUNDRIES ADEILNRSU LAUNDRY, collection of clothes to be washed [n] 

INSULATED ADEILNSTU INSULATE, to separate with nonconducting material [v] 

INTERNODE DEEINNORT [n -S] 

TENSIONER EEINNORST [n -S] 

ORIENTERS EEINORRST ORIENTER, one who helps another to adjust to surroundings [n] 

ORNERIEST EEINORRST ORNERY, stubborn and mean-spirited [adj] 

REORIENTS EEINORRST REORIENT, to orient again [v] 

TENORITES EEINORSTT TENORITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ENGRAILED ADEEGILNR ENGRAIL, to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v] 

REALIGNED ADEEGILNR REALIGN, to align again [v] 

GESNERIAD ADEEGINRS [n -S] 

DESIGNATE ADEEGINST [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TRAGEDIES ADEEGIRST TRAGEDY, disastrous event [n] 

ALGERINES AEEGILNRS ALGERINE, woolen fabric [n] 

RELEASING AEEGILNRS RELEASE, to set free [v] 

RESEALING AEEGILNRS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

ANGLESITE AEEGILNST lead sulfate mineral [n -S] 

GALENITES AEEGILNST GALENITE, galena (principal ore of lead) [n] 

GELATINES AEEGILNST GELATINE, gelatin (glutinous substance) [n] 

TEASELING AEEGILNST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

GAULEITER AEEGILRTU [n -S] 

NOTARIZED ADEINORTZ NOTARIZE, to certify through notary [v] 

JUNIORATE AEIJNORTU [n -S] 

KETONURIA AEIKNORTU [n -S] 

INQUORATE AEINOQRTU [adj] 

ORTANIQUE AEINOQRTU cross between orange and tangerine [n -S] 

NOTARIZES AEINORSTZ NOTARIZE, to certify through notary [v] 

DURATIONS ADINORSTU DURATION, continuance in time [n] 

INSULATOR AILNORSTU [n -S] 

LINEOLATE AEEILLNOT [adj] 

LINOLEATE AEEILLNOT [n -S] 

REANIMATE AAEEIMNRT to animate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INEBRIATE ABEEIINRT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANALOGIES AAEGILNOS ANALOGY, resemblance in some respects between things otherwise unlike [n] 

ANALOGISE AAEGILNOS to analogize (to make analogy) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DELINEATE ADEEEILNT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEANERIES ADEEEINRS DEANERY, office of dean [n] 

DETAINEES ADEEEINST DETAINEE, one who is detained [n] 

BATONNIER ABEINNORT Bar Association president [n -S] 

CONTAINER ACEINNORT [n -S] 

CRENATION ACEINNORT [n -S] 

CARNOTITE ACEINORTT [n -S] 

ROTIFERAN AEFINORRT [n -S] 

ANORTHITE AEHINORTT rare feldspar occurring in many igneous rocks [n -S] 

NERVATION AEINNORTV [n -S] 
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VERNATION AEINNORTV [n -S] 

PRETORIAN AEINOPRRT [n -S] 

OVERTRAIN AEINORRTV to train excessively [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ORATORIES AEIOORRST ORATORY, art of public speaking [n] 

OCEANSIDE ACDEEINOS near shore of ocean [adj] 

DEFOLIATE ADEEFILOT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FEODARIES ADEEFIORS FEODARY, vassal (person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance) [n] 

LEPORIDAE ADEEILOPR LEPORID, gnawing mammal [n] 

EUDEMONIA ADEEIMNOU [n -S] 

LOITERING EGIILNORT LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

SORTIEING EGIINORST SORTIE, to attack suddenly from defensive position [v] 

ESTUARIAL AAEILRSTU [adj] 

UREDINIAL ADEIILNRU [adj] 

DISENTAIL ADEIILNST [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAILSIDE ADEIILRST [adj] 

INDUSIATE ADEIINSTU [adj] 

UNISERIAL AEIILNRSU arranged in single row [adj] 

RITUALISE AEIILRSTU to ritualize [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COETERNAL ACEELNORT [adj] 

TOLERANCE ACEELNORT [n -S] 

CAROTENES ACEENORST CAROTENE, plant pigment [n] 

EMENDATOR ADEEMNORT [n -S] 

RENOVATED ADEENORTV RENOVATE, to make like new [v] 

PERSONATE AEENOPRST [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RENOVATES AEENORSTV RENOVATE, to make like new [v] 

STONEWARE AEENORSTW [n -S] 

RECONDITE CDEEINORT [adj] 

CENTRIOLE CEEILNORT [n -S] 

ERECTIONS CEEINORST ERECTION, act of erecting (to build (to construct)) [n] 

NECROTISE CEEINORST to necrotize [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NEOTERICS CEEINORST NEOTERIC, modern author [n] 

RESECTION CEEINORST [n -S] 

SECRETION CEEINORST [n -S] 

DINOTHERE DEEHINORT [n -S] 

REPOINTED DEEINOPRT REPOINT, to point again [v] 

TERPENOID DEEINOPRT [n -S] 

FIRESTONE EEFINORST [n -S] 

INTERLOPE EEILNOPRT [v -D, -PING, -S] 

REPLETION EEILNOPRT [n -S] 

TERPINEOL EEILNOPRT [n -S] 

MOISTENER EEIMNORST [n -S] 

REMOISTEN EEIMNORST to moisten again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTROPIES EEINOPRST ENTROPY, thermodynamic measure of disorder [n] 

INTERPOSE EEINOPRST [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OLEORESIN EEILNOORS [n -S] 
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TRAINLOAD AADILNORT [n -S] 

ANTISOLAR AAILNORST describing imaginary point on celestial sphere exactly opposite sun [adj] 

RATIONALS AAILNORST RATIONAL, number that can be expressed as quotient of integers [n] 

RELOANING AEGILNNOR RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

REASONING AEGINNORS REASON, to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts [v] 

NEGATIONS AEGINNOST NEGATION, act of negating (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n] 

ORGANISER AEGINORRS [n -S] 

GESTATION AEGINOSTT [n -S] 

OUTEATING AEGINOTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

IDEALOGUE ADEEGILOU [n -S] 

EUROLANDS ADELNORSU EUROLAND, eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n] 

UNLOADERS ADELNORSU UNLOADER, one that unloads (to remove load or cargo from) [n] 

UNDERSOIL DEILNORSU [n -S] 

ISOOCTANE ACEINOOST [n -S] 

EMOTIONAL AEILMNOOT pertaining to emotion (affective state of consciousness) [adj] 

ESOTROPIA AEIOOPRST [n -S] 

ELONGATED ADEEGLNOT ELONGATE, to lengthen (to make or become longer) [v] 

DELEGATOR ADEEGLORT [n -S] 

RENEGADOS ADEEGNORS RENEGADO, traitor (one who betrays another) [n] 

DEROGATES ADEEGORST DEROGATE, to detract (to take away) [v] 

SLOGANEER AEEGLNORS [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ELONGATES AEEGLNOST ELONGATE, to lengthen (to make or become longer) [v] 

ELOIGNERS EEGILNORS ELOIGNER, one that eloigns (to remove to distant place) [n] 

SORTILEGE EEGILORST [n -S] 

OUTSEEING EEGINOSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

INTERLARD ADEILNRRT [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRIDENTAL ADEILNRTT [adj] 

UNTRAINED ADEINNRTU not trained (to instruct systematically) [adj] 

INSTARRED ADEINRRST INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v] 

TRANSITED ADEINRSTT TRANSIT, to pass across or through [v] 

UNATTIRED ADEINRTTU not attired (to clothe (to provide with clothing)) [adj] 

INTERNALS AEILNNRST INTERNAL, inner attribute [n] 

RETINULAR AEILNRRTU [adj] 

STERILANT AEILNRSTT [n -S] 

SATURNINE AEINNRSTU [adj] 

BROMINATE ABEIMNORT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PREOBTAIN ABEINOPRT [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORNICATE ACEFINORT [v -ED, -TING, -S] 

ANCHORITE ACEHINORT religious hermit [n -S] 

ANTECHOIR ACEHINORT place in front of choir reserved for clergy and choir members [n -S] 

CREMATION ACEIMNORT [n -S] 

MANTICORE ACEIMNORT [n -S] 

PROTAMINE AEIMNOPRT [n -S] 

NORMATIVE AEIMNORTV [adj] 

TIREWOMAN AEIMNORTW [n -MEN] 
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OVERPAINT AEINOPRTV to paint over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ARGENTINE AEEGINNRT argent (silver) [n -S] 

TANGERINE AEEGINNRT [n -S] 

RETEARING AEEGINRRT RETEAR, to tear again [v] 

ARGENTITE AEEGINRTT valuable silver ore consisting of silver sulfide, with lead-gray color and metallic luster that is often tarnished dull black [n -S] 

INTEGRATE AEEGINRTT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LANIARIES AAEIILNRS LANIARY, cuspid (pointed tooth) [n] 

ANALITIES AAEIILNST ANALITY, type of psychological state [n] 

AERIALIST AAEIILRST acrobat who performs in air [n -S] 

ANOREXIES AEEINORSX ANOREXY, anorexia (loss of appetite) [n] 

UNALERTED ADEELNRTU not alerted (to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger)) [adj] 

UNALTERED ADEELNRTU not altered (to make different) [adj] 

UNRELATED ADEELNRTU not related (to give account of) [adj] 

DENATURES ADEENRSTU DENATURE, to deprive of natural qualities [v] 

SAUNTERED ADEENRSTU SAUNTER, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

UNDEREATS ADEENRSTU UNDEREAT, to eat insufficient amount [v] 

INTERLUDE DEEILNRTU [n -S] 

UNSTERILE EEILNRSTU not sterile (incapable of producing offspring) [adj] 

RADIATION AADIINORT [n -S] 

SANITORIA AAIINORST SANITORIUM [n] 

IGNORABLE ABEGILNOR [adj] 

RECOALING ACEGILNOR RECOAL, to coal again [v] 

AUTOGENIC ACEGINOTU AUTOGENY, production of living organisms from inanimate matter [adj] 

ANGISHORE AEGHINORS sickly person [n -S] 

LEGIONARY AEGILNORY [n -RIES] 

PINOTAGES AEGINOPST PINOTAGE, variety of red wine grape [n] 

RAVIGOTES AEGIORSTV RAVIGOTE, spiced vinegar sauce [n] 

RETRAINEE AEEEINRRT [n -S] 

TOLIDINES DEIILNOST TOLIDINE, chemical compound [n] 

TOLUIDINE DEIILNOTU [n -S] 

RETOOLING EGILNOORT RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

ANTIBUSER ABEINRSTU person who opposes busing of students to achieve racial balance in public schools [n -S] 

BRAUNITES ABEINRSTU BRAUNITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

URBANITES ABEINRSTU URBANITE, one who lives in city [n] 

DICENTRAS ACDEINRST DICENTRA, perennial herb [n] 

RANCIDEST ACDEINRST RANCID, having unpleasant odor or taste [adj] 

CURTAINED ACDEINRTU CURTAIN, to provide with hanging piece of fabric [v] 

CISTERNAL ACEILNRST [adj] 

CLARINETS ACEILNRST CLARINET, woodwind instrument [n] 

LARCENIST ACEILNRST [n -S] 

ANTIULCER ACEILNRTU useful for treating ulcers [adj] 

CENTURIAL ACEILNRTU [adj] 

TRUANCIES ACEINRSTU TRUANCY, act of truanting [n] 

ANTHERIDS ADEHINRST ANTHERID, male reproductive organ of certain plants [n] 

TARNISHED ADEHINRST TARNISH, to dull luster of [v] 
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RUMINATED ADEIMNRTU RUMINATE, to chew again [v] 

DIPTERANS ADEINPRST DIPTERAN, two-winged fly [n] 

INFLATERS AEFILNRST INFLATER, one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [n] 

FLAUNTIER AEFILNRTU FLAUNTY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

ULTRAFINE AEFILNRTU [adj] 

UNFAIREST AEFINRSTU UNFAIR, not fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) [adj] 

MISLEARNT AEILMNRST MISLEARN, to learn wrongly [v] 

TERMINALS AEILMNRST TERMINAL, end or extremity [n] 

TRAMLINES AEILMNRST TRAMLINE, streetcar line [n] 

INTERLAPS AEILNPRST INTERLAP, to lap one over another [v] 

TRAPLINES AEILNPRST TRAPLINE, series of traps [n] 

TRIPLANES AEILNPRST TRIPLANE, type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n] 

INTERVALS AEILNRSTV INTERVAL, space of time between periods or events [n] 

INTERLAYS AEILNRSTY INTERLAY, to place between [v] 

AVIRULENT AEILNRTUV not virulent (extremely poisonous) [adj] 

UNREALITY AEILNRTUY [n -TIES] 

ANTISERUM AEIMNRSTU  serum that contains antibodies [n -S] 

RUMINATES AEIMNRSTU RUMINATE, to chew again [v] 

UNWARIEST AEINRSTUW UNWARY, not wary (watchful (closely observant or alert)) [adj] 

ORANGEADE AADEEGNOR [n -S] 

ANTITRADE AADEINRTT winds blowing from west to east and lying above trade winds in tropics [n -S] 

ATTAINDER AADEINRTT extinction of civil rights and capacities of person upon sentence of death or outlawry usually after conviction of treason [n -S] 

ATTAINERS AAEINRSTT ATTAINER, one that attains (to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort) [n] 

REATTAINS AAEINRSTT REATTAIN, to attain again [v] 

TEARSTAIN AAEINRSTT [n -S] 

IRRIDENTA ADEIINRRT [n -S] 

TRIENNIAL AEIILNNRT [n -S] 

TRILINEAR AEIILNRRT [adj] 

URANINITE AEIINNRTU [n -S] 

REHEATING AEEGHINRT REHEAT, to heat again [v] 

GERMINATE AEEGIMNRT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RETEAMING AEEGIMNRT RETEAM, to team again [v] 

EPATERING AEEGINPRT EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

REPEATING AEEGINPRT REPEAT, to say or do again [v] 

TANDOORIS ADINOORST TANDOORI, TANDOOR, clay oven [n] 

TONSORIAL AILNOORST [adj] 

TORSIONAL AILNOORST pertaining to torsion (act of twisting (to combine by winding together)) [adj] 

TOTALISED ADEILOSTT TOTALISE, to totalize (to make complete) [v] 

RESILIENT EEIILNRST [adj] 

TINSELIER EEIILNRST TINSELY, tinselly (cheaply gaudy) [adj] 

OUTLEARNT AELNORTTU OUTLEARN, to surpass in learning [v] 

INDENTORS DEINNORST INDENTOR, indenter (one that indents (to cut or tear irregularly)) [n] 

TROTLINES EILNORSTT TROTLINE, strong fishing line [n] 

NEUTRINOS EINNORSTU NEUTRINO, subatomic particle [n] 

ABORIGINE ABEGIINOR indigenous person [n -S] 
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DRAGLINES ADEGILNRS DRAGLINE, line used for dragging [n] 

GERUNDIAL ADEGILNRU [adj] 

DANGLIEST ADEGILNST DANGLY, dangling [adj] 

DESALTING ADEGILNST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

LIGATURED ADEGILRTU LIGATURE, to ligate (to bind (to tie or secure)) [v] 

LIGATURES AEGILRSTU LIGATURE, to ligate (to bind (to tie or secure)) [v] 

GENERATOR AEEGNORRT [n -S] 

TERATOGEN AEEGNORTT [n -S] 

ICEBOATER ABCEEIORT [n -S] 

AFORETIME AEEFIMORT earlier [adj] 

EVAPORITE AEEIOPRTV [n -S] 

OPERATIVE AEEIOPRTV [n -S] 

TRAILERED ADEEILRRT TRAILER, to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v] 

UNREADIER ADEEINRRU UNREADY, not ready (prepared) [adj] 

TETANISED ADEEINSTT TETANISE, to tetanize (to affect with convulsions) [v] 

DREARIEST ADEEIRRST DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adj] 

RETAILERS AEEILRRST RETAILER, one that retails (to sell in small quantities) [n] 

LATERITES AEEILRSTT LATERITE, type of soil [n] 

LITERATES AEEILRSTT LITERATE, one who can read and write [n] 

STATELIER AEEILRSTT STATELY, dignified [adj] 

ELUTRIATE AEEILRTTU [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AUSTENITE AEEINSTTU nonmagnetic solid solution of ferric carbide or carbon in iron, used in making corrosion-resistant steel [n -S] 

RESITUATE AEEIRSTTU to situate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANODISERS ADEINORSS ANODISER, anodizer (one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means)) [n] 

SEDATIONS ADEINOSST SEDATION, reduction of stress or excitement by use of sedatives [n] 

ASTEROIDS ADEIORSST ASTEROID, type of celestial body [n] 

SENSORIAL AEILNORSS [adj] 

INSOLATES AEILNOSST INSOLATE, to expose to sunlight [v] 

ARSENIOUS AEINORSSU containing arsenic (metallic element) [adj] 

OUTRAISES AEIORSSTU OUTRAISE, to surpass in raising [v] 

SAUTOIRES AEIORSSTU SAUTOIRE, sautoir (saltire (heraldic design)) [n] 

RONDELETS DEELNORST RONDELET, rondeau of 5 or 7 lines [n] 

DEUTERONS DEENORSTU DEUTERON, atomic particle [n] 

TRAINABLE AABEILNRT [adj] 

ABSTAINER AABEINRST one who abstains [n -S] 

ATABRINES AABEINRST ATABRINE, drug to treat malaria [n] 

CARINATED AACDEINRT [adj] 

ERADICANT AACDEINRT [n -S] 

LACERTIAN AACEILNRT reptile of suborder Lacertilia [n -S] 

NECTARIAL AACEILNRT [adj] 

ASCERTAIN AACEINRST to discover with certainty, as through examination or experimentation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRANIATES AACEINRST CRANIATE, one that has skull [n] 

SECTARIAN AACEINRST [n -S] 

MARINATED AADEIMNRT MARINATE, to soak in seasoned liquid before cooking [v] 

RHATANIES AAEHINRST RHATANY, South American shrub [n] 
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PERINATAL AAEILNPRT [adj] 

ANIMATERS AAEIMNRST ANIMATER, animator (one that animates (to give life to)) [n] 

MARINATES AAEIMNRST MARINATE, to soak in seasoned liquid before cooking [v] 

ANIMATEUR AAEIMNRTU person responsible for cultural activity [n -S] 

SEPTARIAN AAEINPRST [adj] 

NAILBITER ABEIILNRT [n -S] 

BRAINIEST ABEIINRST BRAINY, smart (characterized by mental acuity) [adj] 

ANTILIFER AEFIILNRT person of pro-choice beliefs [n -S] 

INFURIATE AEFIINRTU [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REPTILIAN AEIILNPRT [n -S] 

LINEARITY AEIILNRTY [n -TIES] 

MINIATURE AEIIMNRTU [n -S] 

URINATIVE AEIINRTUV [adj] 

OUTDARING ADGINORTU OUTDARE, to surpass in daring [v] 

ORIENTEER EEEINORRT to compete at orienteering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADORATION AADINOORT act of adoring (to love deeply) [n -S] 

DISLOCATE ACDEILOST [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MELANOIDS ADEILMNOS MELANOID, dark pigment [n] 

MORALISED ADEILMORS MORALISE, to moralize (to explain in moral sense) [v] 

PALINODES ADEILNOPS PALINODE, formal retraction [n] 

ANEUPLOID ADEILNOPU cell or organism exhibiting aneuploidy [n -S] 

POLARISED ADEILOPRS POLARISE, to polarize (to give polarity to) [v] 

SPOLIATED ADEILOPST SPOLIATE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

VALORISED ADEILORSV VALORISE, to valorize (to establish and maintain price of by governmental action) [v] 

DOVETAILS ADEILOSTV DOVETAIL, to fit together closely [v] 

EUDAIMONS ADEIMNOSU EUDAIMON, eudemon (good spirit) [n] 

AUTOPSIED ADEIOPSTU AUTOPSY, to examine dead body to determine cause of death [v] 

MOUSETAIL AEILMOSTU [n -S] 

DETRAINED ADDEEINRT DETRAIN, to get off railroad train [v] 

ARSENITES AEEINRSST ARSENITE, chemical salt [n] 

IRATENESS AEEINRSST quality of being irate (angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility)) [n -ES] 

RESINATES AEEINRSST RESINATE, to resin (to treat with resin (viscous substance obtained from certain plants)) [v] 

STEARINES AEEINRSST STEARINE, stearin (solid portion of fat) [n] 

TEARINESS AEEINRSST quality of being teary (tearful (full of tears)) [n -ES] 

LOADSTONE ADELNOOST [n -S] 

DESOLATOR ADELOORST [n -S] 

OUTSOARED ADEOORSTU OUTSOAR, to soar beyond [v] 

DROOLIEST DEILOORST DROOLY, drooling [adj] 

ISOGAMETE AEEGIMOST [n -S] 

ESPIONAGE AEEGINOPS [n -S] 

INITIALER AEIIILNRT [n -S] 

ADSORBENT ABDENORST substance on whose surface another substance may be adsorbed [n -S] 

UNABORTED ABDENORTU not aborted (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [adj] 

NOTECARDS ACDENORST NOTECARD, card used for sending short messages [n] 

TRANSCODE ACDENORST to convert coded representations [v -D, -DING, -S] 
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UNDERCOAT ACDENORTU [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NUCLEATOR ACELNORTU [n -S] 

RECOUNTAL ACELNORTU [n -S] 

COURANTES ACENORSTU COURANTE, old, lively dance [n] 

COURTESAN ACENORSTU [n -S] 

NECTAROUS ACENORSTU [adj] 

OUTRANCES ACENORSTU OUTRANCE, last extremity [n] 

TRANSOMED ADEMNORST [adj] 

DANEWORTS ADENORSTW DANEWORT, flowering plant [n] 

DOWNRATES ADENORSTW DOWNRATE, to make lower in value [v] 

TEARDOWNS ADENORSTW TEARDOWN, process of disassembling [n] 

MARLSTONE AELMNORST [n -S] 

MESTRANOL AELMNORST [n -S] 

NEUROMAST AEMNORSTU [n -S] 

CENTROIDS CDEINORST CENTROID, center of mass of object [n] 

DOCTRINES CDEINORST DOCTRINE, belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated [n] 

INTRODUCE CDEINORTU [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REDUCTION CDEINORTU [n -S] 

SCLEROTIN CEILNORST [n -S] 

COUNTRIES CEINORSTU COUNTRY, territory of nation [n] 

CRETINOUS CEINORSTU [adj] 

NEUROTICS CEINORSTU NEUROTIC, one affected with neurosis [n] 

INTERFOLD DEFILNORT [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MODERNIST DEIMNORST [n -S] 

DRIPSTONE DEINOPRST [n -S] 

OUTDRIVEN DEINORTUV OUTDRIVE, to drive golf ball farther than [v] 

FROSTLINE EFILNORST [n -S] 

HOTLINERS EHILNORST HOTLINER, person who runs radio phone-in show [n] 

SOLEPRINT EILNOPRST [n -S] 

TERPINOLS EILNOPRST TERPINOL, fragrant liquid [n] 

STORYLINE EILNORSTY plot of narrative [n -S] 

ROUTINELY EILNORTUY in routine manner [adv] 

UNMORTISE EIMNORSTU [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ERUPTIONS EINOPRSTU ERUPTION, act of erupting (to burst forth) [n] 

RENDITION DEIINNORT [n -S] 

DETRITION DEIINORTT [n -S] 

INSERTION EIINNORST [n -S] 

INTERIORS EIINORRST INTERIOR, inside (something that lies within) [n] 

DRAINAGES AADEGINRS DRAINAGE, act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n] 

GARDENIAS AADEGINRS GARDENIA, tropical shrub or tree [n] 

INDAGATES AADEGINST INDAGATE, to investigate [v] 

GERANIALS AAEGILNRS GERANIAL, citral (lemon flavoring) [n] 

NEURALGIA AAEGILNRU [n -S] 

ALGINATES AAEGILNST ALGINATE, chemical salt [n] 

GUARANIES AAEGINRSU GUARANI, monetary unit of Paraguay [n] 
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DERAILING ADEGIILNR DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

GRINDELIA ADEGIILNR [n -S] 

REDIALING ADEGIILNR REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

DETAILING ADEGIILNT DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

REALISING AEGIILNRS REALISE, to realize (to understand completely) [v] 

RESAILING AEGIILNRS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

GAINLIEST AEGIILNST GAINLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

GLAIRIEST AEGIILRST GLAIRY, resembling egg white [adj] 

ELEDOISIN DEEIILNOS [n -S] 

GOONERIES EEGINOORS GOONERY, thuggish behavior [n] 

OROGENIES EEGINOORS OROGENY, process of mountain formation [n] 

BREADLINE ABDEEILNR [n -S] 

LIBERATED ABDEEILRT LIBERATE, to set free [v] 

BUTADIENE ABDEEINTU [n -S] 

BASELINER ABEEILNRS [n -S] 

BEASTLIER ABEEILRST BEASTLY, resembling beast (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [adj] 

BLEARIEST ABEEILRST BLEARY, dimmed [adj] 

LIBERATES ABEEILRST LIBERATE, to set free [v] 

DECALITER ACDEEILRT [n -S] 

DECALITRE ACDEEILRT decaliter [n -S] 

ARDENCIES ACDEEINRS ARDENCY, ardor (intensity of emotion) [n] 

DERACINES ACDEEINRS DERACINE, displaced person [n] 

INCREASED ACDEEINRS INCREASE, to make or become greater [v] 

CEDARIEST ACDEEIRST CEDARY, CEDAR, evergreen tree [adj] 

LARCENIES ACEEILNRS LARCENY, felonious taking and removal of another's personal goods [n] 

RELIANCES ACEEILNRS RELIANCE, confident or trustful dependence [n] 

LATENCIES ACEEILNST LATENCY, state of being present but not manifest [n] 

CARTELISE ACEEILRST [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CAUTERIES ACEEIRSTU CAUTERY, something used to destroy tissue [n] 

CAUTERISE ACEEIRSTU to cauterize [v -D, -SING, -S] 

HEADLINER ADEEHILNR [n -S] 

DEATHLIER ADEEHILRT DEATHLY, resembling or suggestive of death [adj] 

MADRILENE ADEEILMNR [n -S] 

ALIMENTED ADEEILMNT ALIMENT, to nourish (to sustain with food) [v] 

DEMENTIAL ADEEILMNT [adj] 

AMNESTIED ADEEIMNST AMNESTY, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

DEMENTIAS ADEEIMNST DEMENTIA, mental illness [n] 

DIAMETERS ADEEIMRST DIAMETER, straight line passing through center of circle and ending at periphery [n] 

DIATREMES ADEEIMRST DIATREME, volcanic vent produced by gaseous explosions [n] 

DREAMIEST ADEEIMRST DREAMY, full of dreams [adj] 

REINVADES ADEEINRSV REINVADE, to invade again [v] 

UNWEARIED ADEEINRUW not wearied (to make or become weary) [adj] 

REPUDIATE ADEEIPRTU [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ADVERTISE ADEEIRSTV advertize (to give public notice of) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DERIVATES ADEEIRSTV DERIVATE, something derived [n] 
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WATERSIDE ADEEIRSTW [n -S] 

FLANERIES AEEFILNRS FLANERIE, idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n] 

ENAMELIST AEEILMNST [n -S] 

LINEMATES AEEILMNST LINEMATE, hockey player on same line as another [n] 

MELANITES AEEILMNST MELANITE, black variety of garnet [n] 

MATERIELS AEEILMRST MATERIEL, aggregate of equipment and supplies used by organization [n] 

MISRELATE AEEILMRST [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SALIMETER AEEILMRST [n -S] 

ELATERIUM AEEILMRTU [n -S] 

PLENARIES AEEILNPRS PLENARY, session attended by all members [n] 

ANTISLEEP AEEILNPST preventing sleep [adj] 

PENALTIES AEEILNPST PENALTY, punishment imposed for violation of law, rule, or agreement [n] 

TAPELINES AEEILNPST TAPELINE, tape for measuring distances [n] 

PEARLIEST AEEILPRST PEARLY, resembling pearl [adj] 

PEARLITES AEEILPRST PEARLITE, cast-iron alloy [n] 

LEVIRATES AEEILRSTV LEVIRATE, custom of marrying widow of one's brother [n] 

RELATIVES AEEILRSTV RELATIVE, one who is connected with another by blood or marriage [n] 

VERSATILE AEEILRSTV [adj] 

SERIATELY AEEILRSTY in seriate manner [adv] 

IODINATED ADDEIINOT IODINATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

OSTIARIES AEIIORSST OSTIARY, doorkeeper at church [n] 

RERADIATE AADEEIRRT to radiate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ALITERATE AAEEILRTT person displaying aliteracy [n -S] 

RETALIATE AAEEILRTT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANTIELITE AEEIILNTT [n -S] 

DIALOGUES ADEGILOSU DIALOGUE, to carry on conversation [v] 

GRADATION AADGINORT [n -S] 

INDAGATOR AADGINORT [n -S] 

GRANITOID ADGIINORT [adj] / resembling granite [n -S] 

TAILORING AGIILNORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

RIGATONIS AGIINORST RIGATONI, tubular pasta [n] 

DENTATION ADEINNOTT [n -S] 

INTONATED ADEINNOTT INTONATE, to intone (to speak in singing voice) [v] 

LITERATOR AEILORRTT [n -S] 

INTONATES AEINNOSTT INTONATE, to intone (to speak in singing voice) [v] 

OVEREATEN AEEENORTV OVEREAT, to eat to excess [v] 

GLADSTONE ADEGLNOST [n -S] 

OUTGLARED ADEGLORTU OUTGLARE, to surpass in glaring [v] 

DANGEROUS ADEGNORSU [adj] 

NOSEGUARD ADEGNORSU [n -S] 

GRANULOSE AEGLNORSU [adj] 

LANGOUSTE AEGLNOSTU [n -S] 

OUTGLARES AEGLORSTU OUTGLARE, to surpass in glaring [v] 

SOLDERING DEGILNORS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

UNGODLIER DEGILNORU UNGODLY, impious (not pious (marked by religious reverence)) [adj] 
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LONGITUDE DEGILNOTU [n -S] 

GUERIDONS DEGINORSU GUERIDON, small stand or table [n] 

OUTDESIGN DEGINOSTU [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOUNGIEST EGILNOSTU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj] 

ABOITEAUS AABEIOSTU ABOITEAU, aboideau (type of dike) [n] 

AFORESAID AADEFIORS spoken of earlier [adj] 

AUDIOTAPE AADEIOPTU magnetic tape for recording and playing back sound [v -D, -PING, -S] 

ANOMALIES AAEILMNOS ANOMALY, deviation from common rule, type, or form [n] 

NEOPLASIA AAEILNOPS [n -S] 

EVASIONAL AAEILNOSV pertaining to evasion (act of evading (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [adj] 

LIDOCAINE ACDEIILNO [n -S] 

SCIAENOID ACDEIINOS [n -S] 

DACOITIES ACDEIIOST DACOITY, robbery by dacoits [n] 

SOCIALITE ACEIILOST [n -S] 

ALIMONIED ADEIILMNO ALIMONY, allowance paid to woman by her divorced husband [adj] 

ALIMONIES AEIILMNOS ALIMONY, allowance paid to woman by her divorced husband [n] 

OVALITIES AEIILOSTV OVALITY, ovalness (state of being oval) [n] 

INTEGRAND ADEGINNRT [n -S] 

RETARDING ADEGINRRT RETARD, to slow progress of [v] 

DERATTING ADEGINRTT DERAT, to rid of rats [v] 

GANNISTER AEGINNRST [n -S] 

ARRESTING AEGINRRST ARREST, to seize and hold by legal authority [v] 

SERRATING AEGINRRST SERRATE, to furnish with toothlike projections [v] 

GARNITURE AEGINRRTU [n -S] 

RESTATING AEGINRSTT RESTATE, to state again [v] 

RETASTING AEGINRSTT RETASTE, to taste again [v] 

TREATINGS AEGINRSTT TREATING, act of providing someone with something pleasurable [n] 

RETOTALED ADEELORTT RETOTAL, to total again [v] 

TOLERATED ADEELORTT TOLERATE, to allow without active opposition [v] 

DETONATES ADEENOSTT DETONATE, to cause to explode [v] 

TOLERATES AEELORSTT TOLERATE, to allow without active opposition [v] 

TENSIONED DEEINNOST TENSION, to make tense [v] 

ROISTERED DEEIORRST ROISTER, to revel (to engage in revelry) [v] 

INNERSOLE EEILNNORS [n -S] 

LOITERERS EEILORRST LOITERER, one that loiters (to stand idly about) [n] 

LOTTERIES EEILORSTT LOTTERY, type of gambling game [n] 

ENSILAGED ADEEGILNS ENSILAGE, to ensile (to store in silo) [v] 

GAUDERIES ADEEGIRSU GAUDERY, finery (elaborate adornment) [n] 

EMANATORS AAEMNORST EMANATOR, one that emanates (to send forth) [n] 

NEUROMATA AAEMNORTU NEUROMA, type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

CRETINOID CDEIINORT [adj] 

DIRECTION CDEIINORT [n -S] 

RELICTION CEIILNORT [n -S] 

CORNEITIS CEIINORST [n -ES] 

INTROFIED DEFIINORT INTROFY, to increase wetting properties of [v] 
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PERDITION DEIINOPRT [n -S] 

INTROFIES EFIINORST INTROFY, to increase wetting properties of [v] 

NOTIFIERS EFIINORST NOTIFIER, one that notifies (to inform (to supply with information)) [n] 

MISORIENT EIIMNORST [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SENIORITY EIINORSTY [n -TIES] 

GENITALIA AAEGIILNT [n] 

ANODIZERS ADEINORSZ ANODIZER, one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [n] 

EXUDATION ADEINOTUX [n -S] 

UROKINASE AEIKNORSU [n -S] 

TRIAZOLES AEILORSTZ TRIAZOLE, chemical compound [n] 

AEQUORINS AEINOQRSU AEQUORIN, protein secreted by jellyfish [n] 

EQUATIONS AEINOQSTU EQUATION, act of equating (to make equal) [n] 

ENTRAINER AEEINNRRT [n -S] 

ENTERTAIN AEEINNRTT [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETANGLER ADEEGLNRT one that detangles (to remove knots from) [n -S] 

ESTRANGED ADEEGNRST ESTRANGE, to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v] 

RINGLETED DEEGILNRT [adj] 

DESERTING DEEGINRST DESERT, to abandon (to leave or give up completely) [v] 

NEGRITUDE DEEGINRTU [n -S] 

STREELING EEGILNRST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

GENITURES EEGINRSTU GENITURE, birth [n] 

ACIERATED AACDEEIRT ACIERATE, to turn into steel [v] 

ERADICATE AACDEEIRT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CASEINATE AACEEINST [n -S] 

ACIERATES AACEEIRST ACIERATE, to turn into steel [v] 

DEAMINATE AADEEIMNT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BISERIATE ABEEIIRST [adj] 

DIAERETIC ACDEEIIRT [adj] 

EIRENICAL ACEEIILNR [adj] 

ELIMINATE AEEIILMNT [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SEMAINIER AEEIIMNRS [n -S] 

AMENITIES AEEIIMNST AMENITY, quality of being pleasant or agreeable [n] 

EPINEURIA AEEIINPRU EPINEURIUM [n] 

NAIVETIES AEEIINSTV NAIVETY, naivete (quality of being naive (lacking sophistication)) [n] 

VARIETIES AEEIIRSTV VARIETY, something differing from others of same general kind [n] 

EARSTONES AEENORSST EARSTONE, otolith (hard mass that forms in inner ear) [n] 

RESONATES AEENORSST RESONATE, to resound (to make loud, long, or echoing sound) [v] 

SEROTINES EEINORSST SEROTINE, European bat [n] 

LIBERATOR ABEILORRT [n -S] 

TRILOBATE ABEILORTT [adj] 

SANBENITO ABEINNOST [n -S] 

OBSTINATE ABEINOSTT [adj] 

ORDINANCE ACDEINNOR [n -S] 

CONTAINED ACDEINNOT CONTAIN, to hold within [v] 

CORIANDER ACDEINORR [n -S] 
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CORNELIAN ACEILNNOR [n -S] 

OCTENNIAL ACEILNNOT [adj] 

RECTORIAL ACEILORRT [adj] 

TECTORIAL ACEILORTT [adj] 

CANONRIES ACEINNORS CANONRY, clerical office [n] 

ENACTIONS ACEINNOST ENACTION, action of enacting [n] 

TACONITES ACEINOSTT TACONITE, low-grade iron ore [n] 

ORATRICES ACEIORRST ORATRIX, female orator [n] 

NOMINATED ADEIMNNOT NOMINATE, to name as candidate [v] 

MEDITATOR ADEIMORTT [n -S] 

INNOVATED ADEINNOTV INNOVATE, to introduce something new [v] 

PREORDAIN ADEINOPRR [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROTIFERAL AEFILORRT [adj] 

FETATIONS AEFINOSTT FETATION, development of fetus [n] 

ANTHELION AEHILNNOT halolike area seen in sky opposite sun [n -S] 

THIONATES AEHINOSTT THIONATE, chemical salt [n] 

HESITATOR AEHIORSTT [n -S] 

MELATONIN AEILMNNOT [n -S] 

NONPAREIL AEILNNOPR [n -S] 

ANTINOVEL AEILNNOTV any experimental work of fiction that avoids familiar conventions of novel [n -S] 

PELTATION AEILNOPTT [n -S] 

POTENTIAL AEILNOPTT [n -S] 

PRETORIAL AEILOPRRT [adj] 

LEVITATOR AEILORTTV [n -S] 

ANTINOMES AEIMNNOST ANTINOME, one that is opposite to another [n] 

NOMINATES AEIMNNOST NOMINATE, to name as candidate [v] 

ESTIMATOR AEIMORSTT [n -S] 

INNOVATES AEINNOSTV INNOVATE, to introduce something new [v] 

VENATIONS AEINNOSTV VENATION, arrangement of veins [n] 

SEPTATION AEINOPSTT  process of forming septum [n -S] 

IRONWARES AEINORRSW IRONWARE, articles made of iron [n] 

PRIORATES AEIOPRRST PRIORATE, office of prior (officer in monastery) [n] 

ESTIVATOR AEIORSTTV [n -S] 

ANKERITES AEEIKNRST ANKERITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

DIGESTION DEGIINOST [n -S] 

LIGROINES EGIILNORS LIGROINE, ligroin (flammable liquid) [n] 

RELIGIONS EGIILNORS RELIGION, worship of god or supernatural [n] 

TRILOGIES EGIILORST TRILOGY, group of three related literary works [n] 

LATEENERS AEEELNRST LATEENER, lateen (sailing vessel) [n] 

ETERNISED DEEEINRST ETERNISE, to eternize (to make everlasting) [v] 

TENDERISE DEEEINRST [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TEREDINES DEEEINRST TEREDO, bivalve mollusk [n] 

TREELINES EEEILNRST TREELINE, limit north of which trees do not grow [n] 

DETONATOR ADENOORTT [n -S] 

RATTOONED ADENOORTT RATTOON, to ratoon (to sprout from root planted previous year) [v] 
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RATOONERS AENOORRST RATOONER, plant that ratoons [n] 

RESONATOR AENOORRST [n -S] 

IRONSTONE EINNOORST [n -S] 

SEROTONIN EINNOORST [n -S] 

RETORSION EINOORRST [n -S] 

DUALITIES ADEIILSTU DUALITY, state of being twofold [n] 

RETAINING AEGIINNRT RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

ITERATING AEGIINRTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again) [v] 

BANDEROLE ABDEELNOR [n -S] 

BANDOLEER ABDEELNOR [n -S] 

DENOTABLE ABDEELNOT [adj] 

DETONABLE ABDEELNOT [adj] 

CORELATED ACDEELORT CORELATE, to place into mutual or reciprocal relation [v] 

RELOCATED ACDEELORT RELOCATE, to establish in new place [v] 

COARSENED ACDEENORS COARSEN, to make coarse [v] 

ANECDOTES ACDEENOST ANECDOTE, brief story [n] 

DECORATES ACDEEORST DECORATE, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

CORELATES ACEELORST CORELATE, to place into mutual or reciprocal relation [v] 

RELOCATES ACEELORST RELOCATE, to establish in new place [v] 

URCEOLATE ACEELORTU [adj] 

FLOREATED ADEEFLORT FLOREAT, may he/she/it flourish [v] 

REFLOATED ADEEFLORT REFLOAT, to float again [v] 

FOREDATES ADEEFORST FOREDATE, to antedate (to be of earlier date than) [v] 

HOARSENED ADEEHNORS HOARSEN, to make hoarse [v] 

HEADNOTES ADEEHNOST HEADNOTE, prefixed note [n] 

HEADSTONE ADEEHNOST [n -S] 

EALDORMEN ADEELMNOR EALDORMAN [n] 

OVERLADEN ADEELNORV OVERLADE, to load with too great burden [v] 

DEMEANORS ADEEMNORS DEMEANOR, manner in which one conducts oneself [n] 

DEMEANOUR ADEEMNORU [n -S] 

ENAMOURED ADEEMNORU ENAMOUR, to enamor (to inspire with love) [v] 

NEMATODES ADEEMNOST NEMATODE, kind of worm [n] 

MODERATES ADEEMORST MODERATE, to make less extreme [v] 

ENDEAVORS ADEENORSV ENDEAVOR, to make effort [v] 

AERODYNES ADEENORSY AERODYNE, aircraft that is heavier than air [n] 

ENDEAVOUR ADEENORUV [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ANETHOLES AEEHLNOST ANETHOLE, chemical compound [n] 

TREHALOSE AEEHLORST [n -S] 

TELAMONES AEELMNOST TELAMON, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

ELASTOMER AEELMORST [n -S] 

SALOMETER AEELMORST [n -S] 

ANTELOPES AEELNOPST ANTELOPE, ruminant mammal [n] 

ELEVATORS AEELORSTV ELEVATOR, one that elevates (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n] 

LEVATORES AEELORSTV LEVATOR, muscle that raises organ or part [n] 

TOLEWARES AEELORSTW TOLEWARE, objects made of elaborately decorated sheet metal [n] 
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ROSEATELY AEELORSTY in roseate (rose-colored) manner [adv] 

ISOBUTENE BEEINOSTU [n -S] 

SECTIONED CDEEINOST SECTION, to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v] 

LINESCORE CEEILNORS line summarizing sports scores [n -S] 

SCORELINE CEEILNORS [n -S] 

ELECTIONS CEEILNOST ELECTION, act of electing (to select by vote for office) [n] 

SELECTION CEEILNOST [n -S] 

UREOTELIC CEEILORTU [adj] 

CINEREOUS CEEINORSU [adj] 

TREFOILED DEEFILORT [adj] 

THEORISED DEEHIORST THEORISE, to theorize (to form theories) [v] 

DEPLETION DEEILNOPT [n -S] 

DIPLOTENE DEEILNOPT [n -S] 

DOMINEERS DEEIMNORS DOMINEER, to tyrannize [v] 

MODERNISE DEEIMNORS [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MOISTENED DEEIMNOST MOISTEN, to make or become moist [v] 

MONETISED DEEIMNOST MONETISE, to monetize (to coin into money) [v] 

DOSIMETER DEEIMORST [n -S] 

PENTOSIDE DEEINOPST [n -S] 

ENDORSIVE DEEINORSV [adj] 

VERSIONED DEEINORSV VERSION, to create new account or description from particular point of view [v] 

IRONWEEDS DEEINORSW IRONWEED, shrub (low, woody plant) [n] 

ROSINWEED DEEINORSW [n -S] 

PROTEIDES DEEIOPRST PROTEIDE, proteid (protein (nitrogenous organic compound)) [n] 

REDEPOSIT DEEIOPRST to deposit again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOSITED DEEIOPRST REPOSIT, to put away [v] 

OVEREDITS DEEIORSTV OVEREDIT, to edit more than necessary [v] 

STOREWIDE DEEIORSTW [adj] 

FELONRIES EEFILNORS FELONRY, whole class of felons [n] 

SHORELINE EEHILNORS [n -S] 

HELOTRIES EEHILORST HELOTRY, helotism (slavery or serfdom) [n] 

HOTELIERS EEHILORST HOTELIER, hotel manager [n] 

LEMONIEST EEILMNOST LEMONY, LEMON, citrus fruit [adj] 

LIMESTONE EEILMNOST [n -S] 

MILESTONE EEILMNOST [n -S] 

NOVELTIES EEILNOSTV NOVELTY, something new or unusual [n] 

EPISTOLER EEILOPRST [n -S] 

PISTOLEER EEILOPRST [n -S] 

TELEVISOR EEILORSTV [n -S] 

BREASTING ABEGINRST BREAST, to confront boldly [v] 

REDACTING ACDEGINRT REDACT, to prepare for publication [v] 

CATERINGS ACEGINRST CATERING, work of caterer [n] 

RECASTING ACEGINRST RECAST, to cast again [v] 

INGRAFTED ADEFGINRT INGRAFT, to engraft (to graft for propagation) [v] 

THREADING ADEGHINRT THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v] 
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DEPARTING ADEGINPRT DEPART, to go away [v] 

PREDATING ADEGINPRT PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

ADVERTING ADEGINRTV ADVERT, to call attention [v] 

FALTERING AEFGILNRT FALTER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

REFLATING AEFGILNRT REFLATE, to inflate again [v] 

FEATURING AEFGINRTU FEATURE, to give special prominence to [v] 

EARTHLING AEGHILNRT [n -S] 

HALTERING AEGHILNRT HALTER, to put restraint upon [v] 

LATHERING AEGHILNRT LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

HANGRIEST AEGHINRST HANGRY, hungry to point of irritability [adj] 

INGATHERS AEGHINRST INGATHER, to gather in [v] 

NAUGHTIER AEGHINRTU NAUGHTY, disobedient [adj] 

TRAMELING AEGILMNRT TRAMEL, to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v] 

PALTERING AEGILNPRT PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

REPLATING AEGILNPRT REPLATE, to plate again [v] 

TRAVELING AEGILNRTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

EMIGRANTS AEGIMNRST EMIGRANT, one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n] 

MASTERING AEGIMNRST MASTER, to become skilled in [v] 

STREAMING AEGIMNRST STREAM, to flow in steady current [v] 

REPASTING AEGINPRST REPAST, to eat or feast [v] 

TRAPESING AEGINPRST TRAPES, to traipse (to walk about in idle or aimless manner) [v] 

UPTEARING AEGINPRTU UPTEAR, to tear out by roots [v] 

GRIEVANTS AEGINRSTV GRIEVANT, one that submits complaint for arbitration [n] 

VINTAGERS AEGINRSTV VINTAGER, one that harvests wine grapes [n] 

WATERINGS AEGINRSTW WATERING, act of one that waters [n] 

ESTRAYING AEGINRSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 


